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Part of the magic began the day Harry Potter obtained his wand from Ollivanderâ€™s shop for his
first year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. With an assemble-your-own wand,
inspired by the famous boy wizardâ€™s, and the book of eight stickers following brave Harry
through his daring adventures, anyone can use his or her imagination to reenact scenes that Harry
Potter fans have come to love.
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I collect these little sticker book kits. I like having the cool Harry Potter stuff without paying the
expensive price for the same thing. Yes this wand is in three parts and you have to screw them
together but it's still really cool. I've had my wand for two or three years and I've had no problems
with it, I have taken it to Harry Potter parties the movie premiers, Halloween parties etc... and it
never broke on me.

I don't understand all the problems other buyers here have had with this wand. I had no troubles
with putting mine together. I did make sure to put a touch of superglue on the screws before
assembly. I was rather glad the screws were a little tight; that way it wouldn't be all loose and
wobbly. It's made of a sturdy resin-type plastic, but it's not the sort of thing you'd want to give to a

7-year-old to wave around. That's asking for trouble. You'd buy them one of the Rubie's plastic
costume ones. I have it as a wall display with my other HP mini kits and it's great! A cool buy for
only $3-4.

i have harry potter wand by noble collection but i cant play with it because im afraid to break it so i
bought this mini kit wand and im so pleased because it is made out of plastic that u have to screw
together and an enclosed bokk of 8 stickers i love it and it never broke to me i dont know y allot of
people complaining about it

For the price this is a really good quality piece of Harry Potter memorabilia. I wish that they would
make other character's wands. For about $5 each I would definitely purchase them all. The wand is
actually solid plastic. It will certainly survive whatever duels I have with my siblings in the future. My
only issue is that the wand doesn't screw nicely onto the handle of the wand. I needed some super
glue to make it stay. Overall I am very happy with the purchase. It is going to make a great gift to
any budget conscious Harry Potter fan that doesn't want to spend $40 on each wand.

My son has a Harry wand that lights up and makes sound but it is pretty bulky. This wand comes in
a small box and has to be assembled (screwed together), but he loves it because it really looks like
Harry's wand! It comes with stickers and a little book as well.

This product comes in a tiny box. It is constructed of tiny segments which connect together to form
the full length of the item. When children wave it around, it breaks easily. Super glue it together
when you build it or it can fly apart.

I bought this for my son for Christmas and first off the wand has to be assembled... it comes in a tiny
box! the description was very misleading! secondly the first wand that came was defective and we
could not assemble it and had to return it! the second wand we received was also defaultly but not
as server so we decided to keep it and not have our son so disappointed! then after playing with it
twice it broke to the point of unrepair!

bought this item locally mostly for the handle. If you have some form of wood clay and a wooden
dowel of appropriate size with minimal work you cam remake the wand haft out of actual wood and
use the clay for the wider part. MUCH more durable for kids that way than this or even the licensed

reproductions.As for the product itself - its closer in size to what the books say it should be, around
11 inches. And if you can either redo the haft as i said a above or clean it up a bit with filler and
paint to be used as a desk display its great for that.
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